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Abstract— Brain Tumor is one of the most important health 

related problems in the world. Grading diagnosis for brain tumor 

in tumor treatment requires biopsy images diagnosis. Artificial 
grading system for extracting knowledge to give quantitative and 

objective results for the physicians and pathologists; it not only 
saves time but also improving the accuracy of the diagnosis. 

However, inappropriate vision and complex stroma background 

affects partition performance. In this paper, a review has been 
conducted for better analysis of brain tumor diagnosis system. 

Brain tumor is usually diagnosed from CT scan or MRI imaging 
but manually. To make the task of diagnosing brain tumor simpler 

and less time consuming, an effective approach is to be adopted. 
This research puts forward a computer-aided diagnostic system to 

diagnose brain tumor. Some detection method that researcher uses 

MRI, CT and USG scan imaging along with various feature 
extraction method.            

Keywords— Brain Tumor, CNN, Fuzzy, OTSU, CT Scans, 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

CT-scans are first used to scan brain tumor images, and 
tomography is a medical imaging technique that works like a 
digital x-ray to create a three-dimensional image on an axis 
where the hard tissue is lighter and softer than the darker tissue. 
Image processing technology is a field that is widely used in 
medicine to identify various images or tumors. The exact cause 
of brain cancer is unknown. However, factors that can increase 
your risk of brain cancer include exposure to high doses of 
ionizing radiation and a family history of brain cancer. These 
cases are now more frequent due to a combination of genetic 
factors and asbestos and various types of air pollution. 
Diagnosing brain tumor is not an easy task and is usually 
performed by doctors and diagnosed manually. There are various 
intermediate states for processing the brain image to get any 
cancerous spots, and if there is a spot the contrast will 
automatically increase and this will affect the cancer brain image. 
The system has a high accuracy rate with a low alarm alarm rate. 
Because all the blood in the body has to go through it, the brain 
enters the cancer cells that normally travel in the bloodstream. 
Cancer is named dependent on where in your body it starts. Brain 
cancer starts in your brain. This is now and then alluded to as 
essential brain cancer. You can likewise have cancer that has 

spread to your brain subsequent to beginning elsewhere in your 
body. This is called metastatic brain cancer. Cancerous tumors in 
the brain are normally metastatic and not because of essential 
brain cancer. The tumor type depends on where it's situated in 
your brain, and the grade demonstrates how rapidly a tumor 
develops. The grades range from 1 to 4, with grade 4 having the 
quickest development. [1]. 

 

Fig. 1. Brain Tumor Affected Image [2] 

Human body is comprised of a few sorts of cell. Brain is a 
profoundly specific and touchy organ of human body. The 
Public Brain Tumor Establishment (NBTF) for research in US 
appraises the passing of 13000 patients while 29,000 go through 
essential brain tumor determination. This high death pace of 
brain tumor incredibly builds the significance of Brain Tumor 
location and finding. As indicated by Public Brain Tumor 
Society, Brain tumor is an extremely unsafe sickness for 
individual. It is an assortment, or mass of unusual cells in brain. 
Brain skull, which encases brain, is exceptionally inflexible. 
Any development inside a particularly confined space can cause 
issues. Brain tumors can be cancerous (threatening) or non-
cancerous (favorable). At the point when considerate or harmful 
tumors develop, they can make the pressing factor inside your 
skull increment. This might cause brain harm, and it tends to be 
dangerous. Today, most clinical foundations utilize the World 
Health Organization(WHO) grouping framework to recognize 
brain tumors. The WHO arranges brain tumors by cell beginning 
and how the cells act, from the most un-forceful (amiable) to the 
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most forceful (harmful). An essential brain tumor starts in brain 
called Favorable. An auxiliary brain tumor, otherwise called a 
metastatic brain tumor, happens when cancer cells spread to 
brain from another organ, like lung or Bosom. Brain tumor can 
be identified by kindhearted or harmful sort. The Threatening 
tumor is arranged into two sorts; essential and auxiliary tumor 
benevolent tumor is less destructive than harmful. The 
Threatening tumor it spread quickly entering different tissues of 
the brain consequently, demolishing condition patients are 
loosed. 

II. RELATED WORKS 

A. Related Works 

T. M. Shahriar Sazzad et al. [3] proposed a mechanized 
methodology that incorporates improvement at the underlying 
stage to limit dim scale shading varieties. Channel activity was 
utilized to eliminate undesirable commotions however much as 
could be expected to help better division. As this investigation 
test dim scale pictures subsequently; edge based OTSU division 
was utilized rather than shading division. At long last, pathology 
specialists gave highlight data was utilized to distinguish the 
area of interests (brain tumor district). The trial results showed 
that the proposed approach had the option to perform better 
outcomes contrasted with existing accessible methodologies as 
far as exactness while keeping up with the pathology specialists' 
satisfactory precision rate.  

 

 
Fig. 1. Proposed Method of the brain tumor identification system [3]  

 

Fig. 2. (a) Test Image (b) Image Enhancement (c) Noise Removal Using 
Median Filter     (d) Image Segmentation Using OTSU Method (e) Identified 

Regions [3] 

Mircea Gurbin et al. [4] proposed philosophy mean to separate 
between typical brain and tumor brain (generous or defame). 
The investigation of certain kinds of brain tumors, for example, 
metastatic bronchogenic carcinoma tumors, glioblastoma and 
sarcoma are performed utilizing brain attractive reverberation 
imaging (X-ray). The discovery and characterization of X-ray 
brain tumors are executed utilizing distinctive wavelet changes 
and backing vector machines. Precise and mechanized grouping 
of X-ray brain pictures is critical for clinical examination and 
translation. also, 90.5% for microa-neurysm/discharge 
discovery. These contrast very blessing capably and existing 
frameworks and guarantee genuine arrangement of these 
framework. 
 

 
a)                              b) 

Fig. 3. (a) Original MRI image after denoising (b) Otsu binary brain tumor 
image prepared for segmentation [4] 

  

Fig. 4. (c) Brain tumor image with white and black features in the group (d) 
Brain tumor segmented image using Otsu segmentation algorithm [4] 
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Mahesh Kurnar et al. [5] proposed a framework for tumor 
identification dependent on division and morphological activity. 
First and foremost, X-ray filtered picture is pre-prepared. The 
picture is then exposed to the K-implies grouping after that 
morphological administrator is applied to extricate the tumor in 
the pre-prepared X-ray examined picture. At last, the space of 
separated tumor part is determined. S.K. Chandra et al. [6] 
proposed another partial veil plan for considerate brain tumor 
recognition is proposed. Subjective and quantitative 
investigation have been performed to demonstrate predominance 
over existing limit based strategies accessible.  

 
Fig. 5. Detection of tumorous region by various methods [6] 

A Jagan et al. [7] proposed work focused on development of an 
automatic integrated segmentation Framework for detection of 
tumor in brain 3D MR Images which incorporate the most 
established improved EM (Expectation Maximization) method 
and Fuzzy C Means Clustering method.  

 
Fig. 6. Fluid-Attenuated Inversion Recovery 3D Brain MR Image visual 

segmentation [7] 

The proposed structure ideally blends the division aftereffects of 
most settled strategy and it shows the improvement in brain MR 
picture division. The most famous an anisotropic channel is 
utilized to the further developed EM (Assumption Boost), Fluffy 

C Means Grouping Strategy and Proposed Expansion Technique 
to further develop the quality brain MR picture and to deliver 
better division and identification of tumor. The presentation 
consequences of proposed system is assessed on reproduced 
brain Liquid Weakened Reversal Recuperation X-ray pictures 
and genuine brain dataset. The presentation consequences of the 
proposed research work present unrivaled outcomes than the 
best in class techniques and the proposed work is measured with 
division precision, affectability and explicitness [7]. R. 
Ezhilarasi et al. [8] proposed arrangement of tumor region 
checked and characterized what sort of tumor present in the 
brain tumor X-ray picture. AlexNet model is utilized for the 
arrangement of various sorts of tumors as a base model 
alongside Area Proposition Organization (RPN) by Quicker R-
CNN calculation. Here, the idea of move learning is utilized 
during preparing. The proposed framework assists with 
foreseeing the right sort of tumor with better precision. Manisha 
et al. [9] proposed a computerized strategy for distinguishing 
brain irregularities and tumor edema has been proposed utilizing 
sobel edge discovery technique. Different X-ray pictures have 
been utilized as contributions here. Here, above all else the pre-
handling of picture has been never really outed any error in it 
and afterward the picture has been smoothened utilizing middle 
channel. We have proposed a fitting technique to discover edge 
esteem utilizing standard deviation and we get a force map. 
Presently we recomputed standard deviation for this force map. 
Utilizing this we will compute a normal power of the pixels 
those are over this standard deviation. At long last, this 
registered normal power will be taken as the edge worth to 
fragment the tumor from the first X-ray pictures. The force 
esteem more noteworthy than and equivalent to the determined 
edge esteem is set to 255 and not exactly is set to 0, this portions 
our strange locale which is tumor. Finally, we use sobel edge 
locator to recognize the boundary of the tumor district. The 
result of the proposed technique further develops viability and 
exactness for recognition of brain tumors. 

 

 

 
Fig. 7. Outputs: (a) Input Image (b) Gray Image (c) Filtered Image (d) 

Unwanted Objects (e) Tumor (f) Tumor Border [9] 

Samjith Raj et al. [10] proposed fostered which is an exact 
technique for programmed brain tumor identification in T1-
weighted X-ray. This technique comprises preparing segment 
and testing area. The brain ex foothold and clamor expulsion 
done in the pre-preparing stage. The featured constructions like 
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tumors are found in the focused energy group by k-implies 
bunching technique. Then, at that point the picture is binarized 
by utilizing a limit esteem equivalent to k. The tumor structures 
are found yet here and there tumor tissues encompassed by 
healthy tissues of the brain. Progressive centroid shape 
descriptor(HCSD) dispose of the healthy tissues misclassified in 
the bunch of intrigue and identify simply those comparing to the 
tumor. After tumor location, two stages are utilized for check of 
tumor. Initially the highlights will removed from the 
distinguished tumor locale and afterward KNN classifier will 
applied to the highlights. Subsequently KNN classifier will 
check the tumor distinguished by HCSD technique. The 
outcome shows that this methodology accomplished preferred 
exactness over the current methodologies. 
 

 
 

Fig. 8. Detection of brain tumor from MRI by using proposed method [10] 

Shubhangi Handore et al. [11] proposed a system where brain 
tumor is an intense sickness in clinical field. Doing tumor 
identification physically turns into an exceptionally feverish and 
tedious occupation for specialists. Picture preparing assumes a 
significant part in clinical field. Different quantities of 
techniques are accessible for tumor location in picture preparing 
as Edge recognition, division (utilizing Watershed change). 
Here, subsequent to noticing results watershed division gives the 
specific outcomes for example removed tumor region.  
 

 
Fig. 9. Output of Methods [11] 

III. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 

Framework utilizes OTSU channel for covering the undesirable 
foundation and sectioning the area of interest (return on initial 
capital investment). It additionally utilizes thresholding for 
division that sections brain cells by changing over it into 
grayscale picture. However, assuming killing or veiling has been 
finished utilizing OTSU division, some piece of tumor may 
edited and touchy data may likewise disintegrate or take out 
from picture that might debase the right acknowledgment rate. 
During research, it has been tracked down that in RGB dim scale 
picture just green and blue channels are needed to distinguish 
brain tumor. Subsequently, the edge based Otsu's division was 
performed distinctly on the resultant picture of green and blue 
channels and the red channel was disposed of. In this 
examination, the resultant picture was produced by adding the 
green and blue channels and afterward figured the supplement of 
the resultant picture. The Otsu's technique was applied on the 
supplemented picture and changed the picture into a twofold 
picture containing just qualities 0 and 1 where 0 shows dark and 
1 shows white tone. Clinical skill guidance different shape 
highlights are needed to distinguish the brain tumor. The 
MATLAB work locale propos gives various properties to each 
shape in the picture. Our paper utilized four properties which 
incorporate region, circularity (roundness and width), and 
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robustness. We likewise applied PCA highlight determination 
calculation to check that the chose highlights are fitting to 
recognize the return for money invested (area of premium). 
Manual location of brain tumor isn't just a monotonous 
interaction yet in addition tedious while a computerized 
approach takes less time. This examination study proposed 
approach decreases time and gives higher exactness contrasted 
with other existing methodologies. As early identification of 
tumor is vital for a brain tumor patient, this examination will 
help the pathologists to identify brain tumor all the more rapidly 
with higher precision. In any case, it is as yet conceivable to 
build the exactness rate. Assuming specialists intra and entombs 
perception fluctuation issues can be limited, in future it will be 
feasible to expand the precision rate. Otsu's method exhibits the 
relatively good performance if the histogram can be assumed to 
have bimodal distribution and assumed to possess a deep and 
sharp valley between two peaks. But if the object area is small 
compared with the background area, the histogram no longer 
exhibits bimodality. And if the variances of the object and the 
background intensities are large compared to the mean 
difference, or the image is severely corrupted by additive noise, 
the sharp valley of the gray level histogram is degraded. Then 
the possibly incorrect threshold determined by Otsu's method 
results in the segmentation error. (Here we define the object size 
to be the ratio of the object area to the entire image area and the 
mean difference to be the difference of the average intensities of 
the object and the background). Empirical results show that the 
performance of global thresholding techniques used for object 
segmentation (including Otsu's method) are limited by small 
object size, the small mean difference between foreground and 
background pixels, large variances of the pixels that belong to 
the object and those that belong to the background, the large 
amount of noise, etc. Here the system has obtained 91.66 % of 
accuracy as per correct recognition rate as well as incorrect 
recognition. 

IV. CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE 

This paper reviewed various implemented systems that extract 

brain tumor using CNN, Fuzzy, OTSU and many more. Most of 

the system uses CNN and a training model for creating 

templates that later match for nearest classification. But there is 

no appropriate model for brain tumor feature extraction, instead 

of that it can be achieved through edge detection techniques 

along with various pre-processing models. The system can be 

enhanced in future by implementing it with different techniques 

and filters, which may acquire good accuracy and minimal false 

alarm rate. Because as per the ideal system, accuracy is an 

important parameter, that is why accuracy of system can be 

enhanced in future with different techniques or filters.       
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